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Abstract
Inheterogeneous networks, achieving congestionavoidance is dicult because the congestionfeedbackfromone
subnetwork may have no meaning to sources on other subnetworks. We propose using changes in round-trip
delayas an implicit feedback. Using a black-box model of the network, we derive anexpression for the optimal
windowas a functionof the gradient of the delay-windowcurve.
The problems of selsh optimumand social optimumare also addressed. It is shown that without a careful
design, it is possible to get intoa race conditionduringheavycongestion, where eachuser wants more resources
thanothers, thereby leading to adiverging condition.
It is shown that congestion avoidance using round-trip delay is a promising approach. The approach has the
advantage that there is absolutely no overhead for the network itself. It is exemplied by a simple scheme.
The performance of the scheme is analyzedusing a simulationmodel. The scheme is shownto be ecient, fair,
convergent, andadaptive to changes innetwork conguration.
The scheme as described works only for networks which can be modeled with queueing servers with constant
service times. Further research is required to extend it for implementation in practical networks. Several
directions for future research have been suggested.
1 Introduction
Most networkingarchitectures have schemes for con-
gestion control. Digital's Networking Architecture
(DNA) [4] uses a timeout-based congestion control
[14] andsquare root input buer limiting [7]. IBM's
Systems NetworkingArchitecture (SNA) uses conges-
tionbits called change window i ndi cator (CWI) and
reset wi ndow i ndi cat or (RWI) in packets owing in
the reverse directiontoasksources toreduce the load
during congestion [1]. DARPA's TCP/IPnetworks
use source quenchmessages in a similar manner. In
general, all congestion schemes consist of a feedback
signal fromthe network to the users (timeout, bits,
or messages) andaload-control mechanismexercised
by the users (reducedwindowor rate).
Today, we have several leading networking architec-
tures, eachwithits ownphilosophy, assumptions, and
objectives. Acommunications medium, bydenition,
cannot stay aloof for long. As networking becomes
popular, we want tocommunicate farther andfarther
and by necessity need to use intermediate networks
that may or may not have been designed with the
same philosophy.
In a network consisting of heterogeneous subnet-
works, the congestionfeedback fromone subnetwork
may have no meaning to sources on other subnet-
works. The problemis similar to that of deciphering
trac control signs ina foreign country. Finding an
eective means of feedback in such networks is not
trivial. The controllingmechanisms insuchnetworks
have to rely on implicit feedback mechanisms such
as timeouts, which happen during congestion in all
architectures.
We are concerned here with conges t i on avoi dance
rather than conges t i on cont rol inheterogeneous net-
works. Briey, a congestionavoidance scheme allows
a network to operate in the region of lowdelay and
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highthroughput [16]. Wewill elaborate onthis point
in the next section. The approach that we propose
here is called `Congestion Avoidance using Round-
tripDelay' or CARD. The approachis basedonthe
simple fact that as the loadonthe network increases
andqueues buildup, the round-tripdelay increases.
Most transport protocols measure round-trip delays
to set timers for timeout [11] and canuse this infor-
mationto adjust their loadonthe network.
The delay-based scheme proposed in this paper is
not intended to replace the bit-based binary feed-
back scheme, we proposed earlier in [15,19,20]. The
bit-based scheme is a fully worked out scheme and
has been tested via simulations to performwell un-
der awide varietyof circumstances. The delay-based
scheme proposed here is only an example of an ap-
proach, which, we feel, is a promising direction for
researchers to explore. The results presented here
represent onlyour initial eort inthis direction. Fur-
ther workis requiredtodesignapractical delay-based
scheme that canbe implementedinreal networks.
2 CongestionAvoidance
Figure 1shows general patterns of response time and
throughput of a network as a function of its load.
If the load is small, throughput generally keeps up
with the load. As the load increases, throughput in-
creases. After the loadreaches the network capacity,
throughput stops increasing. If the load is increased
anyfurther, the queues start building, potentiallyre-
sulting in packets being dropped. Throughput may
suddenly drop when the load increases beyond this
point and the network is said to be congested. The
delay (or response-time) curve follows a similar pat-
tern. At rst the response time increases little with
the load. When the queues start building up, the
response time increases linearly until nally, as the
queues start overowing, the response time increases
drastically.
The point at which throughput approaches zero is
called the cli due to the fact that throughput falls
o rapidly after this point. We use the termknee
to describe the point after which the increase in the
throughput is small, but the increase inresponse time
is signicant.
Ascheme that allows the network to operate at the
knee is called a congestion avoidance scheme, as
distinguished froma conges t i on cont rol scheme that
tries tokeepthe networkoperating inthe zone tothe
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Figure 1: Network performance as a functionof the
load. Brokencurves indicate performance withdeter-
ministic service andinterarrival times.
left of the cli.
The number of packets inapath, whenit is operating
at the knee, is calledknee capaci ty or thepipe si ze
of the path. We elaborate further on these concepts
in[15,16].
3 Black-box Approach
The delay-basedapproachproposed in this paper is,
what we call, a bl ack-box approach. It treats the net-
workas ablackbox, whichdoes not give anyexplicit
feedback. We needtodeduce the network loadbased
solely on the information available outside the net-
work. Examples of such information are timeouts,
decreased throughput, or increased delay. Black-box
congestioncontrol schemes usingtimeouts are already
being used in several architectures including DNA,
OSI/TP4 [14], andLLC2 [2].
Black-box schemes have no expl i ci t feedback andare
therefore also called i mpl i ci t feedback schemes. Such
schemes may be used even if a network already has
an explicit feedback scheme. The latter works only
for those resources that can send the feedback. Of-
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ten it happens that even though the network does
have anexplicit feedbackscheme, some congestedre-
sources cannot send such a feedback. For example,
LANbridges operate transparently at the data-link
layer andcannot set congestionbits whichare at the
network layer. Abridge, if congested, canonlydrop
packets without notifyingthe source. Asimilar argu-
ment applies if other data-linklevel elements, suchas
LANadapters, are congested, but the the feedback is
implementedat ahigher layer.
The advantages of black-box schemes for heteroge-
neous networks are obvious. Since there are no uni-
versally agreed explicit feedback signals, one subnet-
workmaynot knowabout the feedback signals from
other subnetworks.
Black-box schemes are not analternative to explicit
feedback schemes. They are complementary. With
proper information, any systemcanbe made to per-
formbetter thanwithout any information. Implicit
feedbackschemes increase the amount of information
available by adding implicit feedback to the explicit
feedback, if available.
Black-box schemes are zero net wor k over head
schemes. The owcontrol, congestion control, and
congestionavoidance mechanisms, while essential for
network operation, are actuallyoverheads since they
themselves consume the very resource they are sup-
pose to allocate. It is possible to get into a `thrash-
ing' situation inwhich all resources are totally con-
sumed by the control messages with nothing left for
the users. The network architects are therefore con-
stantly lookingfor ways tominimize these overheads
[12]. Xon/Xoowcontrol and timeout-based con-
gestion control are examples of ways to achieve ow
and congestion control with minimal or no explicit
feedback. In this paper, we report preliminary re-
sults of our eorts todesignamechanismfor conges-
tionavoidance that requires noexplicit feedbackfrom
the network.
4 Optimal Window Size
Figure 2 shows the black-box viewof a network of
several LANs, terrestrial and satellite links. Users
are not aware of the internals of the network. They
treat it as a black-box. As they increase their load
onthe network, the delayincreases andbasedonthis
delay their task is to determine the optimal load.
The end-to-end delay experienced by packets trans-
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Figure 2: Ablack-boxviewof the network.
mittedby anend systemis a functionof several pa-
rameters including the following:
1. Windowsize (or load) of the end system
2. Packet or train interarrival pattern [13]
3. Number of network resources used
4. Service timedistributionof individual resources
5. Number of other end systems sharing the re-
sources
6. Windowsize and interarrival pattern of other
endsystems.
Theproblemof interpretingthe `delaysignals' is quite
complex unless we make some simplifying assump-
tions. Let us rst assume that there are no other
users on the network. This eliminates the fairness
considerations andsimplies the eciency considera-
tions. Also, we assume that the source uses awindow
ow-control mechanism. Treating the network as a
black-box, the source canmeasure the networkdelay
and throughput for any given window. It can also
compute the `power,' which is denedas the ratio of
throughput and delay [5,17]. By plotting the power
as a function of windowsize, it can determine the
windowat whichthe power is maximum. This is the
knee.
The procedure as outlinedabove canbe further sim-
plied in several dierent ways. To explainthese al-
ternatives we needtodene anumber of symbols and
explain the notation. The following symbols will be
used:
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W = Window=Number of packets inthe
network
T = Throughput inpackets per unit time
D = Round-tripdelay
P = Power = T

D
 = Exponent used indening power
x^ = The optimal valueof x, i.e., the value
of x at the knee. Here x=D, P, T ,
or W.
The round-trip delayD and the throughput T are
bothfunctions of the windowW:
D=f D(W)
T =f T (W)
The power is dened as the ratio of throughput and
delay:
P =
T
D
Here,  is a parameter chosen by systemdesigners.
Its impact will be clear shortly.
log(P) =log(T )  log(D)
At the point of maximumpower, i.e., at the knee:
dP
P
=
dT
T
 
dD
D
=0
or,

dT
T
=
dD
D
Thus, at the knee, the relative (percentage) increase
indelayis times the relative increase inthroughput.
If we choose =1, the percentage increase indelay
is equal to the percentage increase in throughput at
the knee. Before the knee:
dD
D
<
dT
T
the relative increase indelay is smaller than the rel-
ative gaininthroughput. After the knee:
dD
D
>
dT
T
the relative increase indelayis larger thanthe relative
gaininthroughput.
If we want to allowhigher relative increase in del ay
at the knee, we can choose  > 1. Similarly,  <
1 can be used to achieve higher relative increase in
t hroughput at the knee.
For window ow controlled networks, the user's
throughput T is Wpackets per round-tripdelay, or
T =
W
D
andtherefore,
log(P) =log(W)  (1+ ) log(D)
dP
P
=
dW
W
  (1+)
dD
D
=0
By solving the above condition for W, we get the
optimal windowsize W^as:
W^=

1+
 
D
dD
d W
!
(1)
Since all of the quantities on the right hand side of
the above equation are known, we can compute the
optimal windowsize W^.
The results so far are valid for all networks or re-
sources since we have made no assumptions about
the behavior of the internal components of the net-
work, deterministic or probabilistic distributions of
service times, or linear or nonlinear behavior of the
delayversus windowcurve.
If there are no other users on the network, it pro-
vides awayfor one user to determine the knee using
the measured delay and the gradient dD=dWof the
delay-windowcurve. This is the key formula leading
us to hope that a black-box approach to congestion
avoidance maybe feasible.
The value of W^as computedusingequation(1) gives
the opt i mal di rect i on for windowadjustment. If the
current windowW is less than W^, thenwe shouldin-
crease the window. Similarly, if the current window
W is greater than W^, we should decrease the win-
dow. The exact dierence betweenWand W^mayor
maynot be meaningful. For example, if the gradient
dD=dW is zero at a particular W, W^ is innite indi-
cating that W shouldbe increased. This shouldnot
be interpreted tomeanthat the pathhas aninnite
knee capacity. At dierent values of windowW, the
computed W^may be dierent, but in each case, it
points inthe right direction. In short, only the sign,
andnot the magnitude, of the dierence ( W^ W), is
meaningful.
Onepossiblewaytodetermine the correct directionof
windowadjustment is to use the normal i z ed de l ay
gr adi ent (NDG) which, we dene, as the ratio:
Normalizeddelaygradient =
dD=dW
D=W
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If the load is low, NDG is low. If the load is high,
NDGis high. At the knee, NDGis one-half as canbe
seenbyusing equation1:
dD=dW
D=W
=

1+
=
1
2
if =1
Thus, bycomputingNDG, we maybe able todecide
whether to increase or decrease the window.
4.1 Se l s h Opt i mumver s us Gl obal Opt i mum
For multiuser cases, the applicationof equation(1) is
not as straightforwardas it mayappear. Inparticu-
lar, there are two dierent optimal operating points:
social andselsh.
Given n users sharing a single path, the system
throughput is a function of the sumof the windows
of all n users:
T =
P
n
i=1
Wi
D
Here, W i is the windowof the i
th user, andD is the
common delay experienced by each of the n users.
The systempower is dened on the basis of system
throughput:
P =
T
D
=
(
P
n
i =1
Wi)

D1 +
=D  1  
 
nX
i =1
Wi
!
The point of maximumsystempower is given by a
set of n equations like the following:
@P
@Wi
=  (1+)D  2 
@D
@Wi
 
nX
i =1
Wi
!
+D  1  
 
nX
i =1
Wi
! 1
= 0
or,
nX
i =1
Wi =

1+
 
D
@D
@ Wi
!
or,
W^i =

1+
 
D
@ D
@ Wi
!
 
nX
j 6=i
W^j (2)
The optimal operatingpoint soobtainedis calledthe
social optimum.
Eachindividual user's power P i is basedonthe user's
throughput T i andis givenby
Ti =
Wi
D
and
Pi =
T
i
D
=
W
i
D1 +
=D  1  W
i
The user's power is maximumwhen:
@Pi
@Wi
= (1+)D  2  
@D
@Wi
W
i
+D  1  W  1
i
=0
or,
W^i =

1+
 
D
@ D
@ Wi
!
(3)
The operating point so obtained is calledthe selsh
optimum. It is clear byexaminingequations (2) and
(3) that the W^i obtained by selsh optimumis not
the same as that obtainedby social optimum. They
maynot point auser inthe same direction. The two
values are equal if
P
j 6 =i
Wj =0, that is, if there is
only one user on the network. For such a case, we
canuse either equationto determine the directionof
windowadjustment.
Social considerations would lead conscientious users
to use lower windows as other users increase their
windows. While selshconsiderations wouldleadthe
users to use higher windows as other users increase
their windows. Interestingly, this behavior is not only
mathematically true as we showed above but also
`psychologically' true. People start hoarding a re-
source and increase their apparent demand for it if
the resource becomes inshort supply.
Incongestionavoidancewe are reallyinterestedinat-
taining social optimum. Selsh optimumleads to a
race conditioninwhicheachuser tries tomaximize its
power at the cost of that of the others, andthe win-
dows keep increasing without bound. Later, we will
showthe simulation result of one such case. Unfor-
tunately, by examining equation (2), it is clear that
to determine one's socially optimumwindow, each
user may need to knowthe windows of other users.
Acongestionavoidance policyrequiring eachuser to
informother users of its windowwill cause toomuch
overheadto be acceptable.
Fortunately, there is a special case in which knowl-
edgeof other users' windows is not requiredtoachieve
the social optimum. This case happens for determin-
istic networks.
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4.2 Determini sti c Networks
Adeterministic computer network is one in which
the packet service time at the servers is not a ran-
domvariable. The service timeper packet at dierent
servers may be dierent but they are all xed. An-
alytically, suchnetworks canbe modeledbya closed
queueingnetworkof m D/D/1servers, wheremis the
number of queues that the packets andtheir acknowl-
edgments pass throughinone roundtripthroughthe
network. For suchnetworks the delayversus window
curve consists of two straight line segments meeting
at the knee. Before the knee, the delay is constant:
D(W) =
mX
i =1
ti
where, t i is the service time of the i
t hserver. After
the knee, the delay increases linearly:
D(W) =Wt b
where t b is the service time of the bottleneck server,
i.e.,
tb =
max
i ftig
Fixeddelay servers such as satellite links are not in-
cluded in the maximumdetermination but are in-
cludedinthe summation. The twoequations for delay
above canbe combined intoone:
D(W) =max
(
mX
i =1
ti;Wt b
)
The power is maximumat the knee, where:
mX
i =1
ti =Wt b
or,
Wkn ee=
P
m
i =1
ti
tb
(4)
Equation (4) for optimal windowsize helps us com-
pute the knee capacity of a path: 1
Knee capacity of a path
Sumof all service times
Bottleneck service time
For deterministic networks, @ D
@ Wi
andNDGare zeroto
the left of the knee. This property helps us achieve
the social optimumin a distributed fashion. This
is the basis of the congestion avoidance scheme de-
scribed next.
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This expressi on for knee capaci ty i s approximately val i d
f or unbal anced probabi l i sti c networks as wel l .
5 A S a mp l e S c h e me
The users of the network need guidelines to answer
the followingthree questions:
1. Whether to increase or decrease the window?
2. Howmuchshouldthe change inwindowbe?
3. Howoftento change the window?
The components of the congestionavoidance scheme
whichanswer these questions are calleddecisionfunc-
tion, increase/decrease algorithm, and decision fre-
quency, respectively. These three components to-
gether formwhat is calleduser pol i cy [16]. The delay-
based schemes have no net work pol i cy since the net-
workdoes not explicitlyparticipate inthe congestion
avoidance. In the following, we describe the three
components of a sample scheme indetail.
5.1 Deci si onFunction
The decision function helps the user determine the
direction of windowadjustment. We can use NDG
as the decision function. For deterministic networks,
NDGis zero tothe left of the knee. Givenround-trip
delays D andD old at windows W andW o l drespec-
tively, the decisionfunctionconsists of checking sim-
ply if NDGis zero. The exact algorithmis described
below.
NDG 

D Dold
D+Dold

W+Wold
W Wold

;
IF(NDG>0 or W=W max )
THENDecrease(W)
ELSE IF(NDG 0 or W=W mi n)
THENIncrease(W);
In the above algorithm, W mi nandW ma x are lower
andupper bound on the window. The upper bound
is set equal to the owcontrol windowpermittedby
the receivingnodebasedonits local buer availability
considerations. The lower bound is greater or equal
to one since the windowcannot be reduced to zero.
Wmi n 1
Wma x Wmi n
BysettingW mi n=W ma x, we candisable the window
adjustment.
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Note that thewindowmust either increase or decrease
at every decision point. It cannot remain constant
(except whenthe scheme has beendisabledbysetting
Wmi n=W ma x). This is necessary since the network
loadis constantlychanging. It is important toensure
that changes ingradient, if any, are detected as soon
as possible.
Alsonote that insteadof checkingwhether the change
in delayD  D o l dis zero, we check whether NDG
is zero. The two conditions may be equivalent but
we prefer the latter since NDGis a dimensionless
quantityandits value remains the same regardless of
whether we measure delays in picoseconds or years!
The dierence indelaycanbe made to lookarbitrar-
ilysmall (or large) byappropriatemanipulationof its
units. NDGis not susceptible tosuchmanipulations.
5.2 Increase/Decrease Algori thm
The scheme uses additive increase andmultiplicative
decrease algorithms whichhave beenshowntobe the
simplest alternatives leading to fairness and conver-
gence [9,16,3] for multiple users starting at arbitrary
windowvalues. Thus, if the windowhas to be in-
creased, we do so additively:
W W+W
For a decrease, windowis multipliedby a factor less
thanone:
W cW; c <1
The parameters Wandc aect the amplitude and
frequency of oscillations when the systemoperating
point approaches the knee. Recommended values of
these twoparameters are W=1andc =0:875.
The choice of additive increase andmultiplicativede-
crease can be briey justied as follows. If the net-
work is operating belowthe knee, all users go up
equally, but, if the network is congested, the mul-
tiplicative decrease makes users withhigher windows
godownmore thanthosewithlowerwindows, making
the allocationmore fair. Note that 0: 875=1  2  3.
Thus, the multiplication can be performed without
oating point hardware, and by simple logical shift
instructions. The recommended values of the in-
crease/decrease parameters leadto small oscillations
andare easy to implement.
The computations shouldbe rounded to the nearest
integer. Truncation, insteadof rounding, results ina
slightly lower fairness.
Source Desti-
nation
t =0
W=W 0
W W 1
D0 =f n(W 0)
t =D 0
D1 =f n(W 1)
t =D 0 +D 1
Figure 3: The round-trip delay immediately after a
change of windowfromW 0 toW 1 corresponds toW 0.
5.3 Deci si onFrequency
This component helps decide howoftentochange the
window. Changing it too often leads to unnecessary
oscillations, whereas changingit infrequentlyleads to
a systemthat takes too long to adapt. Systemcon-
trol theorytells us that the optimal control frequency
depends uponthe feedbackdelay{ the time between
applyingacontrol (change window) andgetting feed-
backfromthe networkcorresponding to this control.
In computer networks, it takes one round-trip delay
to aect the control, that is, for the newwindowto
take eect and another round-trip delay to get the
resulting change fed back fromthe network to the
users. This, therefore, leads to the conclusion that
windows be adjusted once every two round-trip de-
lays (two windowturns) and that only the feedback
signals received in the past cycle be used inwindow
adjustment, as showninFigure 3.
In the procedure as outlined above, alternate delay
measurements are discarded. This leads to a slight
loss of informationwhichcanbe avoidedbya simple
modication. The delayexperiencedbyevery packet
is a functionof the number of packets already inthe
network. This number is normally equal to the cur-
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rent windowexcept at the point of windowchange.
If for those packets whose sendingtimes are recorded
for round-tripdelaymeasurements, wealsorecordthe
numberW o utof packets outstanding(packets sent but
not acknowledged) at the time of sending, the delay
Dandthe numberW o u thave aone-to-one correspon-
dence. Any two fW o u t; Dg pairs canthus be used to
compute NDG. This modicationallows us toupdate
windowevery round-trip delay. The increased infor-
mation results in a faster response to the network
changes. The simulation results, presented later in
this paper, use this modication.
5.4 Ini ti al i zation
The scheme does not set any requirements on the
windowvalues tobe usedat connectioninitialization.
Transports canstart the connections at anyvalue and
the scheme will eventuallybring the loadto the knee
level. Later we will showsimulationresults to prove
this. Nonetheless, starting at the minimumwindow
value is recommendedas this causes minimal aect on
other users that mayalreadybe using the network.
6 Pe r fo r ma n c e o f Th e S c h e me
We used a simulation model to study the perfor-
mance of various delay-based congestion avoidance
alternatives. Actually, this is the same model [10]
that we hadused earlier for developing the timeout-
based congestion control scheme CUTE [14] and
the binary feedback congestion avoidance scheme
[15,19,20]. The model allows us to simulate a gen-
eral computer network with several terrestrial and
satellite links. Any reasonable number of users, in-
termediate systems, andlinks canbe simulated. Cur-
rentlythemodel simulates onlyone-wayowof pack-
ets fromsource to the destinations. The reverse ow
of acknowledgments fromthe destination to source
is not explicitly simulated. The source is informed
instantaneously as soon as the packet is received by
the destination. Themodel does not allowsimulation
of the acknowledgment withholdingor pathsplitting.
Inall simulations reportedhere, the intermediate sys-
tems were conguredwith enoughbuers to disable
packet loss due to buer shortage.
We simulated a number of congurations. Two of
these congurations and the corresponding simula-
tionresults are described below.
R1 R2 R3 R4
User
Figure 4: The VLANConguration
6.1 Case I: Very Large Area Network
The rst networkcongurationis asatellite linkwith
several terrestrial links. Satellite networks are now
called very large area networks (VLANs) and are
important since most large networks generally con-
sist of several wide area networks (WANs) and local
areanetworks (LANs) connectedtogether viasatellite
links. Aqueueing model of the conguration simu-
lated is showninFigure 4.
The queueing model of the network consists of four
servers withdeterministic service times of 2, 5, 3, and
4 units of time. The satellite link is represented by
a xed (regardless of window) delay of 62.5 units of
time. All service times are relative to source service
time whichtherefore has aservice time of 1. For this
network, the bottleneck server's service time t b =5,
and
P
ti =77: 5. If the total number of packets in
this network is W, the delayD is givenby:
D=Maxf 77: 5; 5Wg
The knee of the delay curve (see Figure 5) is at
Wk n e e=77: 5=5=15: 5.
Aplot of windowas a functionof time, as obtained
fromsimulation using the the sample scheme, is
showninthe Figure 6. Notice that within16window
adjustments, the windowreaches the optimal value
andthenoscillates between 12and16. Every fourth
cycle, thewindowcurve takes anupturnat 13(rather
than at 12) because we maintainwindowvalues as
real numbers eventhoughthe actual number of pack-
ets sent is the nearest integer.
6.2 Case II: Wide Area Network
The secondcongurationpresentedis that of aterres-
trial wide areanetwork. This congurationis similar
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Figure 5: Round-tripdelay inthe VLANCongura-
tion.
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Figure 6: Windowusing the delay-based scheme for
the VLANconguration.
R1 R2 R3 R4
User
Figure 7: The WANConguration.
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Figure 8: Windowfor the WANConguration.
tothe VLANnetworkexcept that there is nosatellite
link. Aqueueingmodel of the congurationis shown
inFigure 7, The service times of the ve servers are 2,
5, 4, and3timeunits (relative tothe source). The de-
laywithWpacket circulating inthe network is given
by:
D=Maxf 15; 5Wg
The knee of the delaycurve is at W k n e e=3.
Figure 8 shows the windowcurve as obtained using
the sample scheme. Once again, we see that the win-
dowoscillates closely aroundthe knee.
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Figure 9: Responsiveness of the scheme tochanges in
linkspeeds.
6.3 Responsiveness to Conguration
Changes
Computer networks are constantly reconguring as
links go downor come up. To test if the congestion
avoidance scheme would respond to such dynamic
conditions, we simulatedthe VLANcongurationde-
scribed above. We divided the input packet stream
into three equal parts. During the middle part we
changed the bottleneck router speedby a factor of 3
sothat the optimal windowsize changedfrom15.5to
5.17. As seeninFigure 9, the delaybasedscheme did
respondverywell to this change. Inthe thirdpart of
the stream, we changed the bottleneck servers speed
back to original and once again the windowcurve
came back to the optimum.
6.4 Fai rness
Figure 10 shows the performance for the VLANnet-
workwithtwousers. The optimal windowper user in
this case is 7.75andas seenfromthe gure bothusers
have windows that oscillate between6and8. The to-
tal (sumof the two) windowoscillates between12and
16.
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Figure 10: Performance for twousers inaVLANcon-
guration.
6.5 Any Ini ti al Window
Since the scheme is responsive andadapts tochanges
in the network conguration, the initial window
where a user starts is irrelevant. We veried this by
using a VLANnetwork with the user starting at a
very highwindow. As shown inFigure 11 , the user
quicklycomes downto the knee.
6.6 Convergence under Heavy Congestion
Figure 12shows windowcurve for ahighlycongested
WANcongurationwithnine users. The knee capac-
ityof the pathis onlythree. The optimal windowper
user is one-third. Since the minimumwindowsize is
1, the users keeposcillatingbetween1and2andtotal
windowoscillates between9 and18.
Many alternative decision functions were rejected as
a result of divergence for this conguration. Fig-
ure 13 shows simulationresults for such a diverging
case with users trying to optimize their local power
(rather than simply checking NDGto be zero). The
users discover that tooptimize their local power they
needwindows at least as large as the sumof the other
users. This leads to a case where the meanwindow
of the users keeps goingupwithout bound.
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Figure 11: The windowconverges to the knee capac-
ity regardless of the startingwindow.
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Figure 12: The scheme converges for heavily con-
gestednetworks.
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Figure 13: Adecision function that leads to diver-
gence under heavycongestion. This decisionfunction
was rejected.
7 FEATURES OF THE SCHEME
The design of the scheme described here was based
on a number of goals that we had determined be-
forehand. Below, we showhowthe proposed scheme
meets these goals at least for deterministic networks.
1. Zero network overhead: There is no overhead
onintermediate systems. This scheme does not
require intermediate systems to measure their
loads or queue lengths. Their resources can
be dedicated for packet forwarding rather than
feedback.
2. No newpackets: Unlike source quench scheme
or choke packet scheme [18], this scheme does
not require anynewpackets tobe injected into
the network duringoverloador underload.
3. No change inpacket headers: The scheme will
work inall networks withtheir existing packet
formats.
4. Distributed control: The scheme is distributed
andworks without any central observer.
5. Dynamism: Network congurations and traf-
c vary continuously. Nodes and links come
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up and down and the load placed on the net-
workbyusers varies widely. The optimal oper-
ating point is therefore a continuouslymoving
target. The proposed scheme dynamically ad-
justs its operationtothe current optimal point.
The users continuouslymonitor the networkby
changing the load slightly belowand slightly
above the optimal point andverify the current
state byobserving the feedback.
6. Minimumoscillation: The increase amount of 1
and decrease factor of 0.875 have been chosen
tominimize the amplitude of oscillations inthe
windowsizes.
7. Convergence: If the network congurationand
workloadremain stable, the scheme brings the
network to a stable operating point.
8. Lowparameter sensitivity: While comparing
various alternatives, we studied their sensitiv-
ity with respect to parameter values. We dis-
cardedseveral alternatives simplybecause their
performance was highlysensitive to the setting
of a parameter value.
9. Information entropy: Information entropy re-
lates to the use of feedback information. We
want to get the maximuminformation across
withthe minimumamount of feedback. Byus-
ingimplicit feedback, this scheme allows several
bits worthof informationto be obtainedwith-
out usinganyphysical bits.
10. Dimensionless parameters: Aparameter that
has dimensions (length, mass, time) is generally
afunctionof networkspeedor conguration. A
dimensionless parameter has wider applicabil-
ity. The windowupdate frequency, windowin-
crease amount, andwindowdecrease factor are
all dimensionless. We specicallyrejectedalter-
natives that required using parameters suchas
minimumdelay or maximumgradient because
suchparameters have dimensions andwouldbe
valid only for networks of certain bandwidths
andextents.
11. Conguration independence: No prior knowl-
edge of the network conguration, number of
hops, presence or absence of satellite links, etc.
is required.
Most of the discussion in this paper centers around
window-basedow-control mechanisms. However, we
must point out that this is not a requirement. The
congestionavoidance algorithms andconcepts canbe
easily modied for other forms of owcontrol such
as rate-basedowcontrol, inwhichthe sources must
send at a rate lower thanamaximumrate (inpack-
ets/secondor bytes/second) speciedbythe destina-
tion. Inthis case, the users wouldadjust rates based
onthe delay experienced.
Indevelopingthe scheme proposedhere, we assumed
that round-tripdelay canbe estimated. This is pos-
sible only if packets are acknowledged explicitly or
implicitly (by acknowledgment bits or by response
to a request). Not every packet needs to be ac-
knowledged though. Most networking architectures,
including DNA, use only one timer to measure the
round-trip delaywhile a number of packets are out-
standing. This is sucient. The impact of withhold-
ing acknowledgment arbitrarily needs further work.
But, if the delayintroducedis xed(regardless of the
window), the eect is similar tothat of asatellite link,
andthe scheme is expected towork.
8 Ar e a s Fo r Fu r t h e r Re s e a r c h
The main purpose of this paper is to introduce re-
searchers in this area to the possibility of designing
delay-based schemes for congestion avoidance. The
ideas presented here are onlya beginning. Much re-
mains tobe done tomake it apractical scheme. Some
of the areas needing further research are:
1. Alternative decision functions
2. Additional information
3. Extensionto probabilistic networks
4. Alternative optimalitycriteria
In this section, we explain the above areas and de-
scribe possible solutionapproaches briey. However,
all statements in this section are speculative, and
some mayeventuallyturnout tobe false.
8.1 Al ternative Deci si onFunctions
We usedNDGas the decision function. Other possi-
bilities are:
1. Intercept: Givendelays at twodierent window
values, one cant a straight line of the form
D=aW+b
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Here, a is the gradient and b is the intercept
of the line. Before the knee, the intercept is
close to the delay D, while after the knee, the
intercept is close to zero.
2. Intercept/Gradient Ratio: Ratiob=a is largebe-
fore the knee but very small after the knee.
3. Delay at MinimumWindow: Before the knee,
the delay is close to the delayat W=1, while
after the knee, it several times the delay at
W = 1. In networks that can modeled as
a closed queueing network of several M/M/1
servers, the delayat the knee is approximately
twice the delaywithout anyqueueing. Thus, if
wemeasure thedelayatW=1, we cancontinue
increasingthe windowtill the delayis twice this
amount.
It shouldbe obvious that several other combinations
of NDG, intercept, gradient, andminimumdelaycan
also be used.
8.2 Addi tional Information
Indeveloping the scheme proposed inthis paper, we
followed a pure black-box approach by assuming no
knowledge whatsoever about the path. Additional
informationis sometimes available andcanbe useful.
Examples of such informationare:
1. Number of users sharing the path: If the num-
ber of users n sharing the path is known, it is
possible to reach close to social optimumusing
local power. If each user uses only1=(2n 1) of
the windowpredicted by the selsh optimum,
i.e.,
Wi  
1
2n  1


1+
 
D
@ D
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!
then, it canbe shownthat startingfromanyini-
tial conditionthe windows will eventually con-
verge toafair andsociallyoptimal value sothat
Wi =W j =
1
n


1+
 
D
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!
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It is possible to statically select n or make it a
networkparameter set bythe networkmanager.
Inthis case, the performance is slightlysubop-
timumduring periods when actual number of
users is belown, and the scheme may diverge
during periods when the number of users ex-
ceeds n. The divergence can be controlled by
setting a limitW ma x.
2. Minimumdelay: If minimumdelay (delay
through a path with no queueing anywhere)
is known, we can estimate the current load of
other users on the network fromcurrent de-
lay and thereby try to achieve the social opti-
mum. The gradient of the delay-windowcurve,
if nonzero, is proportional tothe bottleneckser-
vice time, and the minimumdelay is equal to
the sumof all service times. These two allow
us to compute the knee capacity of the path.
The dierence in delay at W i =1 and mini-
mumdelay is proportional to the load put by
other users on the network. Auser can thus
compute its share of the load to achieve social
optimum.
Many networking architectures assign cos t to
network links based on their speed and use it
to select the optimal path. In networks with
very fast links, the service times at the switch-
ing nodes determine the optimality of a path
and not the link speed. Thus, if cost were as-
signed to all servers (links as well as switches)
basedontheir packet service time, the cost of a
pathwouldbe ameasure of theminimumdelay.
8.3 Extension to Probabi l i sti c Networks
The key area for further research is to extend the
scheme for probabilistic networks inwhichthe service
time per packet at each server is a randomvariable.
Without that extension, the scheme is not yet ready
for practical implementations.
If we allowthe service times of the servers to be
randomvariables withaprobabilitydistribution, the
round-tripdelay becomes randomtoo. Any decision
based on the delay then has a certain probability of
beingwrong. There are several alternatives tohandle
this problem:
1. Signal Filtering: Astraightforwardextensionof
the scheme torandomservice times wouldbe to
take several samples of delayat agivenwindow,
andestimate the meanandcondence interval
of NDG.
One problemwith straight ltering is that de-
lay is not a randomvar i abl e, it is a random
process . A randomvariable is characterized
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by a probabilitydistribution functionwithpa-
rameters that do not change with time. A
randomprocess is characterized by a proba-
bility distribution function whose parameters
change with time. These changes are caused
by changes in network conguration or load.
Unless a stochastic process is s t at i onary, the
time average (average of samples taken at dif-
ferent times) is not identical to space average
(average of several samples taken at the same
time). In any case, all averaging should be
suchthat the recent samples have more impact
on the decision making than the old samples.
An exponentially-weighted averaging is there-
fore preferable to a straightforwardsummation
of all samples takenfor the same window.
2. Decision Filtering: Another approach to han-
dle randomness is to make several, say, 2k +1
decisions each based on a single sample. All
decisions will not be identical. Some will ask
the user to increase while the others will ask it
todecrease the window. The nal actiontaken
will be as dictatedbythe majority. The proba-
bilityof errors canbe minimizedby increasing
k. Let p be the probability of correct decision
basedonone sample. Then, probabilityof cor-
rect decisionbasedon2k+1samples wouldbe:
2 k +1X
i =k +1

2k +1
i

pi(1  p) 2 k +1  i
Similarly, the probability of incorrect decision
is:
kX
i =0

2k +1
i

pi(1  p) 2 k +1  i
Again, the decisions maybe `aged-out' and re-
cent decisions may be given a higher weight
thanearlier ones.
3. Sequential Testing: Inthe deterministic version
of the delay scheme, we check to see if NDG
is zero. In the probabilistic version, we would
need to change this to a statistical hypothesis
test witha specied condence level. We may
designa sequential testingprocedure suchthat
after k samples, the test asks us to increase,
decrease, or to take one more sample.
4. Goal Change: For deterministic cases, NDGof
delay-windowcurve is zero to the left of the
knee. This is not always true for probabilistic
cases. For example, for a bal anced network of
h +1 identical M/M/1 servers in a cycle, the
average round-tripdelaywith
P
n
i =1
Wi packets
circulating inthe cycle is:
D=
 
h+
nX
i =1
Wi
!
tb
where t b is the service time of each server. For
this case, the delay curve is a single straight
line, and there is no visible knee on the curve.
Mathematicallythough, the knee canbe deter-
minedas follows. The systempower is:
P =
T
D
=
(
P
n
i =1
Wi)

D1 +
=
(
P
n
i =1
Wi)

f (h+
P
n
i =1
Wi) tbg
1 +
It is maximumat:
nX
i =1
Wi =h
The followingholds at the optimal point:
D=2ht b =2D 0
Here D 0 is the average minimumdelay on the
networkwithno packets circulating. Thus, the
ratioof the delaytominimumdelayrather than
NDGis a better indicator of the knee for such
a case.
The exponential distributionof service time as-
sumed inthe above analysis is only for analyt-
ical convenience. In most practical networks,
the service times have a variance muchsmaller
than that implied by the exponential distri-
bution. In the past, one reason for variabil-
ity of service time used to be the byte-by-byte
handling of packets such that the service time
was proportional to the packet length. Cur-
rent trend is to get away fromsuch handling,
and the packet service times are getting closer
to the constant distributionandawayfromthe
exponential.
8.4 Al ternative Optimal i ty Cri teria
The diculty innding a distributed scheme for so-
cial optimumis partlydue tothe denitionof the `op-
timum' usingpower. Jae [8] has shownthat the net-
work power is nondecentralizable. This, in fact, has
beenthe strongest argument against use of power as a
goal, andit has leadresearchers tolookfor other func-
tions which can be decentralized. For example, the
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new power function proposed by Selga [21] achieves
its maximumwhenthe delayis amultiple (say, twice)
the minimumdelay. This requires knowingminimum
delayof the path. However, if the minimumdelay is
knownthenwemaybe able toextendthe delaybased
approachas discussed earlier inthis section.
8.5 Game Theory
The social vs selsh conict suggests that game the-
ory may be able to help us in changing the opti-
mizationproblemfroma competitive game to a co-
operative game. Most cooperative games (or team
eorts) require considerable exchange of information.
Sanders [22], for example, proposes usinganincentive
scheme toprevent the users fromgettingintoaselsh
mode. However, her resource allocationmechanism
uses a central node to collect informationabout net-
work state. Adistributed version of the mechanism
wouldentail considerable overhead.
9 S umma r y
Round-trip delays through the network are an im-
plicit indicator of loadon the network. Using these
provides away for congestionavoidance inheteroge-
neous networks. Eveninhomogeneous networks, this
solves the problemof congestion at resources, such
as bridges, whichdonot operate at the architectural
layer at which explicit congestion feedback can be
provided. Also, it has the desiredpropertyof putting
zero overheadonthe network itself.
We have described a sample scheme in which the
sources use round-trip delay as the only feedback
available to control their load on the network. The
key limitationof the scheme is that it works only for
deterministic networks, i.e., networks inwhichpacket
service time per packet is constant. Using a simula-
tionmodel, we have triedmanydierent determinis-
tic congurations and scenarios. We have found the
scheme tobe convergent, fair, optimum, andadaptive
to network congurationchanges.
One of the keyissues duringthe designof this scheme
was selsh optimumversus social optimum. We re-
jected several alternatives that achieved selsh opti-
mumand caused a race condition leading to diver-
gence.
The results of our initial eorts in achieving conges-
tionavoidance using round-tripdelays are encourag-
ing. However, muchremains to be done tomake it a
practical scheme for implementationinreal networks
where the service times are randomandwhere users
are competing rather than cooperating. Extending
the approach to probabilistic networks, using game
theoretic concepts or by getting additional informa-
tion about the network, is a promising direction for
further research inthis area.
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